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MNVP 1 16/11/2023

Currently there is one bereavement suite in the new build plus 
the ability to flex a room to provide a second room if required.  
Could we get information on circumstances when there have 
been more than two bereavement events at the same time and 
if that occurs frequently,  consider having a double 
bereavement suite and one other room as additional flexibility? 

Charlotte 
Robertshaw 

(Maternity Comms 
& Engagement) to 

obtain data 

Ongoing

There have been two occasions in the last 18 months in which a 
third bereavement room may have been required. Architects, 
clinical team, and patient representatives are reviewing the deign 
in 1:50 meetings, this might be incorporated in quieter areas of 
the department. 

IN PROGRESS

MNVP 2 16/11/2023

Wrekin ante-natal  is at one end of PRH, the MLU at another 
end of the hosptal, scanning in a separate part and then the 
delivery suite in the W&C Centre.  When the Consultant service 
moves to RSH it is possible there may be 4 different locations 
(scanning is not in the RSH new build) so appointment 
directions will need to be very clear.  

Charlotte 
Robertshaw 

(Maternity Comms 
& Engagement) 
with HTP team

Ongoing

In the new build at RSH, the MLU will be alongside the 
Consultant Led Unit. The location of the antenatal services, 

currently in Mytton Oak House, are not yet determined.  As part 
of our Estates strategy, we will review clinical adjustments at 

PRH. 

IN PROGRESS

MNVP 3 16/11/2023

It was noted that in the new RSH build the footprint could not 
accommodate maternity inpatients and the neonatal unit on the 
same floor without a loss of beds.  This means that at RSH 
mums needing ongoing medical care will be downstairs on the 
post natal ward and they would need to go upstairs to see their 
baby in the neo-natal unit possibly in a wheel chair requiring 
extra help. Is there any option for the mother and baby to be on 
the same floor?

Tom Jones - HTP 
team and 
architects

n/a
There will be an increase of parenting rooms on the neonates 

floor (from 3 to 8). 
COMPLETED

MNVP 4 16/11/2023

Consider feasiblilty and costs of installing a digital map/or touch 
screen showing how to get to a certain place within the 
hospitalto be used at times when there is nobody on reception 
in the main entrance area. Possibly with a printout (this is 
available in other hospitals).  Could consider charitable funds if 
costs not included in project.

Gareth Banks -  
AHR architects

Ongoing
This can be reviewed as part of the final design proposals over 

the coming months.
IN PROGRESS

MNVP 5 16/11/2023

Consider providing a communal/open area for post natal/ante 
natal families where they can have a cup of tea or chat because 
it can be quite isolating if in hospital for a long time 

Gareth Banks - 
AHR (with clinical 

team)
Ongoing

AHR will look to see what can be achieved in the communal 
space within the maternity IP floor. 

IN PROGRESS

MNVP 6 16/11/2023
Can the ante-natal sessions be re-provided now and in the 
future (paused during Covid) so mothers can meet together and 
build relationships? 

Charlotte 
Robertshaw with 

W&C Division 
Ongoing

 We have recommenced tours for expectant parents under our 
care and we are working on our antenatal package.

IN PROGRESS

16th November 2023


